
DOUGLAS COUNTY

GLOBAL WARMING COALITION
SPRING 2018

For those of us who enjoyed the campy 50’s
sc-fi flick ‘It!  The Terror From Beyond Space,’
(and recognize how much the film ‘Alien’ owes to
it) such absurd dialogue noted above made the
movie memorable.  And yet, hidden in its seeming
contradiction lies a truth for today — As horrific
as our terrorist threats are, the ultimate global
terror comes from climate change.

And this perspective comes from Director of
National Intelligence and Conservative Republican
Dan Coats.  Consider his words: “Extreme weath-
er events have the potential for greater impacts
and can compound with other drivers to raise the
risk of humanitarian disasters, conflict, food and
water shortages, population migration, labor
shortfalls, price shocks and power outages. . .
suggesting the possibility of abrupt climate
change.”

In light of this, the Department of Defense offi-
cials have said they’ll continue to address this
issue despite Trump’s directive aimed at curbing
agency action.

A panel of military officials warned that a short-
age of fresh water would emerge as a growing fac-
tor in the world’s hot spots and conflict areas.
They reported “With escalating global population
and the impact of a changing climate, we see the
challenges of water stress rising with time.”

Indeed, climate change is projected to make
Iran, for example, hotter and drier.  So much so
that former Iranian agricultural minister Issa
Kalantari once predicted that water scarcity, if left
unchecked, would make Iran so harsh that 50 mil-
lion Iranians would leave the country altogether.

And these threats are not in some distant
future.  As Dan Coats put it, “The impacts of the
long term trends toward a warming climate, air
pollution, biodiversity loss and water scarcity are
likely to fuel economic and social discontent —
and possibly upheaval — through 2018.”  In the
movie, “It!  The Terror From Beyond Space,” the
monster they brought on board the spaceship
pursued each crew member.  Their plan of escape
— to continue to climb to a higher level on the
ship.  But here on spaceship Earth, there are no
higher levels — just one planet, one globe —
and an all-encompassing threat of climate change.
Like the astronauts in the movie, we have let the
monster in.  For the safety of our country and all
humanity, we must act now to stop this ultimate
terror.  And there’s no bones about it.

CALENDAR

Umpqua Watersheds Banquet
And Silent Auction

Saturday, April 14th, 2018   5PM to 10 PM

UCC Campus Center
Cost — $30 ($35 at the door)

Information: 541-672-7065

18th Annual Earth Day And Energy Fair
Saturday, April 21st, 10 AM to 4 PM

Douglas County Fairgrounds, Exhibit Building
Information: 541-672-9819

“Saving Atlantis: A Film On Coral Reefs
And The Impact Of Their Loss

On Local Communities”
Spring, 2018

Date, Time and Location TBA
Presented by the Douglas County

Global Warming Coalition
Information:  541-672-9819

“Every bone in his body was broken.
But that’s not what killed him”.

Dialogue from the above referenced movie

P R O M O T EP R O M O T E G L O B A L  CC O O L I N GG L O B A L  CC O O L I N G

MISSION STATEMENT: DOUGLAS COUNTY  
GLOBAL WARMING COALITION

A catalyst for:
Promoting a healthy climate for our

community and future generations.
Identifying and sharing solutions through 

awareness, advocacy and collaboration.

I T !
The Terror  From

Beyond Space
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We hhave tthe ccapacity tto eemail tthe nnewsletter tto ppeople wwho pprefer iit
Please ccontact: dcglobalwarmingcoal i t ion@gmai l .com

NINETY-NINE AND A HALF WON’T DO
We knew it was a long shot.  But the amount of work

we put into our Clean Energy Jobs Bill in a short ses-
sion was unsurpassed.  Climate heroes Senator
Michael Dembrow and Representative Ken Helm
brought all sides together, holding work sessions to
fashion a strong and meaningful bill that would signifi-
cantly reduce Oregon’s climate pollution.  For us, no
half way measures were acceptable.  In the words of
the old civil rights song — “Lord, we’re runnin’ tryin’ to
make a hundred — ninety nine and a half won’t do.”  So
seeing a year, 2017, that was the second hottest on
record — shocking scientists since, unlike 2016, there
was no El Nino, 500 climate activists descended on the
Capitol to lobby for the bill.  And when 2017 set a finan-
cial record in the United States for weather related dis-
asters — 306 billion dollars.  15,000 citizens throughout
Oregon signed a petition supporting the bill.  And when
Oregon choked on wildfires burning out of control,
1,000 businesses signed letters supporting the passage
of the Clean Energy Jobs Bill.  And our voices were
heard.

Senate Majority Leader Ginny Burdick and Senate
President Peter Courtney held a joint news conference
in which they declared the bill would be a priority in the
2019 legislative session.  Mr. Courtney had a simple
message for state legislators: “I’ve told everybody, we’re
going to do this in ‘19 or don’t bother coming.”

But there’s more.  House Speaker Tina Kotek and
Peter Courtney will co-chair a new joint committee on
carbon reduction — the two most powerful legislators in
Salem finishing the work on our bill.

But there’s more.  Speaker Kotek passed a budget
item for a Carbon Policy Office at the Department of
Environmental Quality to lay the groundwork for imple-
menting the bill.

And consider what Speaker Kotek said.  “Oregon’s

economic and environmental future depends on us
working together to get a carbon reduction plan in place
by 2021.”

And consider what Senate President Peter Courtney
said.  “We share the same State, the same air, the
same environment and the same planet.  It’s time
human nature takes care of Mother Nature.”

But how can we be certain that their deeds match
their words?  On our shoulders rests the future of our
planet and our children.  At every turn, every town hall,
every letter we write, we will recite their words back to
them — accepting nothing less than a bill that does pre-
cisely what it needs to do.  We shall be like water drip-
ping on a rock — until it splits open and the dam bursts.
We shall be heard till the music of our voices drowns
out all others.

For the sake of the planet, in 2019 we will be runnin’
and we will make a hundred.  Because 99 and a half
won’t do.

We knew it was a longshot to pass the Clean
Energy Jobs Bill in Oregon’s short session.  We were
able to move it out of the Environmental Committees to
the Rules Committee.  But time was not on our side.  It
was an extraordinary grassroots effort of which we were
a part, and we have secured a commitment from the
top leadership to make our bill a priority in 2019.  So a
well-deserved Bravo!  goes out to our Global Warming
Coalition members who joined us on lobby day — the
first timers and the veterans who have come before.  It
was a special day in which we were united — for the
planet and future generations.  And our collective voice
shall not be stilled.

S A L E M       R E P O R T



The Umpqua Valley Migratory Bird Festival Celebrates... 

18th ANNUAL DOUGLAS COUNTY 

Don’t fo
rget to

 bring 

a donation for the 

UCAN Food Bank! 

WIN!! 
Adult’s and Kid’s 

Bicycle 

Contact Number: 
541 672-9819 

 

LIVE MUSIC— 
 

 Rovers & Dragons 
 Underground River 
 Coleen and Co. 
 Phoenix School Band 
 
 

            
 FOOD SALES— 

                                           Phoenix School 
              fundraiser 

SUNRISE ENTERPRIZES 
 

FASHION SHOW 

   

FEATURING:  FEATURING:  FEATURING:  Crafts, Biochar, Solar Energy, Sustainability Crafts, Biochar, Solar Energy, Sustainability Crafts, Biochar, Solar Energy, Sustainability    
Demonstrations, Poetry Contest, Electric and Alternative Power Demonstrations, Poetry Contest, Electric and Alternative Power Demonstrations, Poetry Contest, Electric and Alternative Power    
Car Rally, Electric BikesCar Rally, Electric BikesCar Rally, Electric Bikes   

   

LEARN ABOUT: LEARN ABOUT: LEARN ABOUT: Organic Gardening, Green Living, Energy Organic Gardening, Green Living, Energy Organic Gardening, Green Living, Energy    
Efficiency, Local Waterways, Reusable/Recycled Products, Efficiency, Local Waterways, Reusable/Recycled Products, Efficiency, Local Waterways, Reusable/Recycled Products,    
Native Plants and Trees, BLM forests, and more.Native Plants and Trees, BLM forests, and more.Native Plants and Trees, BLM forests, and more.   

A special thanks to NeighborWorks Umpqua and the following partial list of sponsors: 
Douglas County Public Works; Steve Tuchscherer (CPA); Cow Creek Band of Umpqua Tribe of  
Indians; Cascade Community Credit Union; Orenco Systems; Sunrise Enterprises; Partnership for 
the Umpqua Rivers; Roseburg Disposal; Canyon Creek Bicycles; PacifiCorp; Douglas Electric  
Cooperative;  River’s Edge Winery; Newcastle Solar; South Umpqua Disposal Co.; Umpqua Valley 
Native Plant Society; OReGONbike; D B Pro Audio; Brandborg Winery. 

 

Printed on 100% recycled paper 

Saturday, April 21, 2018 
10:00 AM—4:00 PM 

Douglas County Fairgrounds 
Exhibit Building 
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Printed on Recycled Paper

Dear Dr. Cool,
I’ve had it with these subsidies for

renewable energy.  All we’re doing is giv-
ing them a “wind” fall and they’ll just “blow” it.  Take
Germany.  Please.  They’ve spent $200 billion over the last
twenty years on clean electricity.  Their attitude on renew-
ables should be “Bonn Voyage.”  It’s coal that can keep you
in the black.  It’s green keeping them in the red.  And here I
thought they had rejected communism.  What’s next?
Electric charging stations from Volkswagen?
Signed,
Coal N. Gray
1313 Mine Shaft Lane
The Black Hills of South Dakota

Dear Coal,
These Germans know what’s watt.  On Christmas Eve in

2017, power prices went negative which was positive for
consumers.  At times they were paid $60 per megawatt
hour.  Why?  Because the wind blew so strongly leaving the
Germans anything but blew.  But this wasn’t the first time
this happened in 2017 — but over 100 times, thanks to the
policies of Prime Minister Angela Merkel.  Other countries
experiencing a payoff include the Netherlands, Britain,
Belgium and France.  I didn’t notice Italy on the list.
Perhaps they need a Merkel of Venice.  On top of all this,
the Germans have learned to become more efficient and
reduce electrical demand.  So in the distance, a Christmas
Eve song was heard throughout the land:

Twas the night before Christmas
in each German house
No device was whirring
from children or spouse
The wind was a blowin’
They dimmed all the lights
To care for our planet
Bid carbon take flight.

Ask Doctor Cool!*
An advice column
for the
warm-weary.

JUST WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN UP TO?
The Coalition Gets Their Hearings Checked:

We testified at the hearings in Salem on the Clean
Energy Jobs Bill in support of its passage — a bill
that would significantly reduce Oregon’s climate
pollution.

To Lobby Or Not Lobby: There Was No Question:
Global Warming Coalition members joined 500 cli-
mate activists throughout the State to lobby on
behalf of the Clean Energy Jobs Bill.

The Climate Ball Is In Our Court: The Coalition spon-
sored a presentation by Douglas County residents
Alex Loznak and Jacob Lebel who discussed their
lawsuit as part of Our Children’s Trust.  If success-
ful, the Federal Government will be required to act
on climate change.

These Are Cool, Clean Watters: The Coalition contin-
ued to work with Douglas County Smart Energy to
develop significant solar energy projects in Dou-
glas County.  This includes a 287 Kilowatt array in
Tri-City Water and Sanitary District and a 40-50
Kilowatt array for Saving Grace Pet Adoption
Center.

The Coalition Declares ‘Pumps — See-Green’:
We held the last of three workshops coordinating
with Douglas County Smart Energy promoting sav-
ings on ductless heat pumps for Douglas County
residents.  (In what is likely the worst and most
obscure pun to date, the above pun is a play on
the name of Pumpsie Green, the first African-
American ballplayer to play for the Boston Red
Sox.)

JUST WHAT WILL YOU BE UP TO?
The Greeks Have A Word For It — Oh — Mega!:

The Coalition is working with  Douglas County
Smart Energy to explore the possibility of a one
megawatt solar array in Douglas County.

A Fair Just For Our Planet — We’re Selfish That
Way: The Coalition is helping to organize the 18th
Annual Earth Day and Energy Fair to be held on
Saturday, April 21st at the Douglas County Fair-
grounds from 10 AM to 4 PM.

We’re Ultimately Aiming For More Stations Than
Cable: But for now, the Coalition is working with
Douglas County Smart Energy to install electric
charging stations in Roseburg.

And Here I Thought We Had Already Lost This
Continent — If You Get My Drift: The Coalition
will be showing the film ‘Saving Atlantis’, an OSU
production highlighting the interaction between
Coral Reef destruction and the impact on
surrounding communities.
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O N  T H E F E D E R A L  L E V E L :

L E G I S L A T I V E  AA N D
A D V O C A C Y U P D A T E

HOT TOWNS — BUT NOT IN THESE CITIES

The number of cities across the world that get at
least 70% of their electricity from renewables has dou-
bled to over 100 since 2015.  A motivating factor —
Trump’s pullout from the Paris Agreement and a result-
ing agreement among the world’s mayors.

T H E  B I G  A P P L E  S A Y S  C O A L  I S

R O T T E N  T O  T H E  C O R E

New York City Mayor Bill DeBlasio vowed that City
pension funds would divest about $5 billion from com-
panies involved in the fossil fuel business.  At the same
time, he announced a lawsuit against five major oil
companies, seeking billions of dollars in damages to
pay for city efforts to cope with the effects of climate
change.

L E T ’ S  H E A R  I T  F O R  M U R P H Y ’ S  L A W

New Jersey’s new governor, Phil Murphy, has signed
an executive order requiring New Jersey to rejoin RGGI
(pronounced REGGIE).  This consortium of
Northeastern states have a mutual cap and trade
agreement to reduce climate pollution.  According to the
New York Times, the states have reduced emissions
40% since 2009.  Now if only a certain West Coast
State would embrace this rational approach.

A  B R I D G E  T O  F E A R

Donald Trump’s infrastructure plan will not account
for climate change.  A 2017 EPA report concluded $280
billion will be needed by century’s end to adapt roads
and railways to a warming climate.  Richard Kirby,
Professor of Geophysical Science and Urban Planning
at Arizona State University stated: “The impact of not
considering climate change when planning infrastruc-
ture means you end up building the wrong thing in the
wrong place to the wrong standards.”

T H E R E  G O E S  T H E  S U N :
A N D  I  S A Y  —  I T ’ S  N O T  R I G H T

In its continuing war on the planet, the Trump
Administration placed significant tariffs on solar panels
— 30% the first year, and ultimately falling to 15% the
4th year.  The Solar Industry Energy Association esti-
mated a loss of 23,000 jobs in this year alone.  It was
also estimated there will be fewer panels installed over
the next four years as a result of the tariff.

FERC SAYS: WE DON’T GET FUELED AGAIN

The Trump Administration had a simple idea — more
subsidies for the coal industry because aging coal
plants pose a threat to the reliability of the grid.  Much
to the surprise of all, FERC rejected the plan.  An
unusual coalition of environmentalists, Koch Industries,
and five former Energy Commission chairs joined
together in opposition.

W H E N  I T  C O M E S  T O  F L O O D I N G

C H O O S E  Y O U R  P O I S O N

In 2015, Barrack Obama signed an executive order
requiring Federally funded roads and bridges to
account for flooding from rising sea levels.  President
Trump has rescinded that order.  A New York Times
analysis concluded with rising sea levels and more
extensive flooding, there is an increased risk to chemi-
cal facilities and commensurate leaking of poisons.
Such incidents from floods and storms have already
occurred in Florida, Texas and Alabama.

DOCTOR’S ADVICE ON GLOBAL WARMING:
D O  N O  F A R M

Ignoring this medical prescription, Brazil has been
converting forests into farmland at a rapid rate.  The
result: A 9% increase in Greenhouse gas emissions
compared to 2015.  The government denies pulling out
of the Paris Agreement, but its actions are equivalent to
what the Trump Administration has done.

N O W  I F  W E  C A N  J U S T  G E T

T H I S  D O N E  I N  O R E G O N

China has launched a nation-wide carbon trading
plan covering 1700 coal and natural gas plants.
Accounting for three billion tons of CO2 emissions per
year, or 1/3 of their total output, the national carbon
market will be the world’s largest.  This effort comes in
the face of a 4% increase in emissions last year.
Growth in wind and solar were not enough to offset this
increase.

IN CANADA — COAL JUST DOESN’T STACK UP

Smoke stacks of the former coal generating station
in Ontario, Canada were demolished to make way for a
44 megawatt solar facility.  At its peak, this coal gener-
ating station was one of the largest polluters in North
America.

O N  T H E  N A T I O N A L  L E V E L :

O N  T H E  I N T E R N A T I O N A L  L E V E L :

Cont’d on Page 6 
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On January 24, Oregon State Extension Service,
with an assist from Umpqua Edibles Project, held a
forum on Dry Farming. Amy Garrett, Extension Agent
from Salem, was the featured presenter. She is a part
of grant funded climate adaptation research through
OSU. Andrew Schwartz, an Applegate Valley commer-
cial farmer and orchardist who employs dry farming on
most of his acreage, also presented. He is an active
participant in OSU research focused on building
resiliency into the existing food system through dry
farming.

Dry Farming methods have been used for centuries.
In its simplest form, it means planting when soil is wet
and then utilizing residual moisture in the soil for the
remainder of the growing season. It is well suited to a
Mediterranean Climate, particularly if the soil is deep.

Among the key takeaways from the forum was that
there are a great many farmers and gardeners in
Douglas County facing problems with inadequate sup-
plies of irrigation water. Some people in attendance
spoke of wells that were for many years entirely ade-
quate for household and irrigation needs, but that now
barely meet household needs during the driest months.
Others spoke of the high cost of municipal water. Still
others had purchased land in the county intending to
grow produce, only to find they did not have sufficient
water rights to do so. They were eager to learn of this
method that allows them to grow produce, trees or
maintain pasture with little or no irrigation.

Another takeaway was that in test gardens where
Oregon State Extension has hosted blind tasting events,
dry farmed produce is voted the best on a variety of
metrics, from texture to flavor intensity to color. One
result of this is that farmers markets are finding produce
that advertises as  “dry farmed” sells for a higher price
and sells out!

In addition, because dry farmed crops are not irrigat-
ed, competition from weeds is dramatically reduced.
Once a dry farmed garden or field is properly started,
fewer hours are required for maintenance and the temp-
tation to use chemicals is reduced.

One of the most fascinating results of the work OSU
is doing in this area is its efforts to determine which

plant varietals are best suited to the method, as well as
working to find varietals with extended shelf lives to
make them more commercially viable. Their research
has found that, especially with winter squash, the vari-
etals that do best also last in storage far longer after
harvest. 

This is not to say there are no down sides. Not all
soils are suitable for dry farming. A core sample with
analysis for soil types is an essential place to start. In
addition, plants must have more room to spread their
roots so productivity per acre is impacted.

However, Dry Farming allows previously unusable
land to be farmed. It builds up soil quality and con-
serves water. Bonus! The produce harvested looks pret-
tier, tastes better and lasts longer.

If you are interested in learning more, or would like
to participate in the research, contact Amy Garrett at
amy.garrett@oregonstate.edu or visit
http://horticulture.oregonstate.edu/content/dry-farming.

ON THIS RENEWABLE, ARNIE “WAVES” HELLO

State Senator Arnie Roblan of Coos Bay secured
state funding of 3 million dollars to leverage 35 million
dollars of Federal money for a wave energy test site off
the Oregon Coast.  The facility will be designed and
constructed by Oregon State University and will be
operational by 2021.  Stated Roblan: “It’s a renewable,
clean energy source that will reduce carbon emissions
and, at the same time, create much needed jobs in
coastal communities.”

CRUDE OIL? GOVERNOR INSLEE ASKS:
IS THERE ANY OTHER KIND?

Washington Governor Jay Inslee rejected a permit
for what would have been the nation’s largest oil by rail
terminal.  The proposal would have transported
360,000 barrels of North American crude oil per day by
train along the Columbia River.

O N  T H E  R E G I O N A L  L E V E L :

L & A
UPDATE , cont.

by Ruth Kaser

Dry, Yet Full Bodied and Fruity
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Not Even The Muskrat Can Guard This Musk:
Climate change in the Arctic is threatening the
musk ox.  Increased rainfall replacing snow has
lessened food availability resulting in smaller
calves, leaving them more vulnerable to starvation.
There’s one thing we’ll need to fight global warming
and guard these musks — Courage!  (New York
Times, 1/19/18)
And Then There’s The Psychic Powers Of
George Carlin: The late comedian George Carlin
once noted the inherent contradiction of the phrase
“jumbo shrimp.”  This reduction in shrimp is playing
out in the Gulf of Maine where they have all but
disappeared.  For the fifth year in a row, regulators
have closed shrimp fisheries.  The suspected cul-
prit — global warming.  Over the last century, tem-
peratures have risen 4.5 degrees in Booth Bay
Harbor.  (New York Times, 12/27/17)
Future Winter Olympics: Harder To “Go For
The Cold”: A study by researchers at the
University of Waterloo in Ontario concluded that by
2050, many prior Winter Games locations may be
too warm to even host the games again.
Projections show a four degree temperature
increase in many locations including Oslo,
Innsbruck and Squaw Valley.  (New York Times,
1/12/18)
You Can’t See The Forest If There Are No
Trees: A recent study published in Environmental
Research Letters showed that warming tempera-
tures and drought could cause up to ten additional
forest die-offs per century.  As David Breshears,
co-author of the paper noted: “It’s not sustainable if
you knock out a forest every ten or twelve years.”
But it is not just heat and drought that is a problem
from global warming because:
It’s Bare Going Over The Mountain: A study of
five mountain states over the last 30 years showed
that as much 1/3 of wildfire areas burned since the
year 2000 saw no trees return — about double the
treeless land that resulted after fires before 2000.
The fiercer fires are killing more of the vegetation
needed to provide seeds for regrowth.  (Journal
Ecology cited by Eugene Register Guard 1/2/18)
Not Only Is The Glass Half Empty — It’s
Leaking: Researchers at OSU have found dramat-
ically declining snowpacks across the American

West.  This will cause water shortages that cannot
be managed by building new reservoirs.  The noted
decline was 15-30% — larger than expected.
Climatologist Phil Mote explained it’s not snowing
less, but snow is melting sooner leading to lower
levels of rivers and reservoirs.  (Eugene Register
Guard, 2/4/18)
This Xcel Ain’t Keystone: Xcel Energy, serving
millions of customers in middle America, asked for
bids to build renewable energy plants.  To their sur-
prise, the bids were so low, they are closing two
old coal plants.  The company’s goal is to generate
over half of its electricity from renewables by the
mid 2020’s. (New York Times, 2/7/18)
The Cold Gray Air, It Ain’t What It Used To Be:
With the Arctic warming twice as fast as other parts
of the world, extreme cold snaps are 15 times rarer
than a century ago.  Put another way, the most
extreme cold snaps are 4 degrees warmer than
previously.  (New York Times, 1/12/18)
Yes, But Would Ogden Nash Have To Re-Write
His Poem?: Because of global warming, male sea
turtles are disappearing in Australia’s Great Barrier
Reef.  As temperatures reach a critical stage, up to
99% of sea turtles are born female.  So what is the
Ogden Nash poem?

The turtle lives twixt plated decks
which cleverly conceals its sex
I think it clever of the turtle
in its fix to be so fertile.

Apparently, with global warming, the challenge may
be even greater.  (New York Times, 1/11/18)
Does This Mean The Ducks Will Win By
Forfeit?: Beavers are heading north into the
Tundra due to climate change.  As a result, these
happy little creatures are digging into the per-
mafrost, thereby releasing more carbon dioxide
and contributing to global warming. (New York
Times, 12/21/17)
Sounds More Likely A Pearly Gate To Me: Hell’s
Gate National Park in Kenya produces enough
geothermal energy to have generated 47% of
Kenya’s electricity in 2015.  Another geothermal
plant north of Hell’s Gate will power 500,000
homes and 300,000 businesses.  Across all of East
Africa, there is geothermal potential totaling 20,000
megawatts. (New York Times, 2/25/18)



Ever feel you miss information because
of climate deniers’ misinformation?

Myth: There’s little concern about get-
ting false information on climate change
from Google.

Fact: Climate denial ads have become
popular on Google.  These climate denialist
ads are an example of how these groups use
the internet’s largest automated advertising
systems to their advantage, gaming the sys-
tem to spread false claims.

On climate change, we’ve gone from Al
Gore rhythms to Google algorhythms.  Or
as Jeffrey Harvey, population ecologist at
the Netherlands Institute of Ecology
warned, “If you search for global warming,

you’ll often get bombarded with sites that
are ignoring the scientific evidence.”  For
these denialists, you might say their atti-
tude is: “Out of our sites, out of our minds.”

One such site, defyccc, has increased its
visit numbers 2,000 per cent over the last
six months due to Google advertising.  Leo
Goldstein, a Russian emigre, is operating
the site.  I don’t think Robert Mueller is
investigating him for meddling in the 2016
election.  However, he is meddling in the
future of the planet.

So when advertising pops up on Google,
it is not necessarily a site to behold and the
facts may not ‘ad’ up.

J U S T   T H E   F A C T S   M A ’ A M
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DOUGLAS COUNTY SMART ENERGY UPDATE
WA N T  S O L A R ?  —  T R I - C I T Y

Melanie Mackinnon, Energy Consultant, member of
Douglas County Smart Energy and Board member of
the Douglas County Global Warming Coalition, had a
fairly successful grant writing outcome — the awarding
of a $200,000 Blue Sky Grant to the Tri-City Water and
Sewer District.  The grant will help fund a 287 kilowatt
solar array.  And if that weren’t enough. . .

S O L A R  C A N  B E  A  S A V I N G  G R A C E

Particularly for the Saving Grace Pet Adoption
Center.  A second Blue Sky Award to fund a 40-50 kilo-
watt solar array was announced.  Both these solar proj-
ects are part of Douglas County Smart Energy’s com-
mitment toward developing 130 kilowatts of solar in our
community.  And Douglas County Smart Energy is also
exploring the possibility of developing a one megawatt
array.  You’ll notice the considerable restraint exhibited
in refraining from animal puns regarding Saving Grace
— such as — this solar project is giving their dogs
paws.. Or.. the cats are not being given their due —
they are subordinate claws.  But if that weren’t enough..

A N D  T H E  H E A T  G O E S  O N

Their third and final ductless heat pump workshop
drew over 50 people, offering discounts on these ener-
gy efficient systems.  All told, over 200 County residents
attended these workshops, with a substantial number
taking advantage of the price reductions offered.  And if
that weren’t enough..

AND NOW A WORD FROM OUR SPONSOR

Douglas County Smart Energy is pleased to
announce that Neighborworks Umpqua is its new fiscal
sponsor.  With a long and distinguished commitment to
energy efficiency and solar energy, Neighborworks
Umpqua is the type of organization that exemplifies the
direction that Douglas County must embrace for energy
savings and economic prosperity.  We look forward to a
positive relationship with this fine organization.
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When rock singer Gary “U.S.” Bonds sang his song
‘New Orleans’, he could not have foreseen Katrina and
what climate change holds in store for the city.
According to Rick Reultich, storm surge expert,
“Climate change is turning that 100 year flood into. . . a
20 year flood.”

So how protected is New Orleans now?  According
to University of Maryland engineering professor Ed
Link, after 20 billion dollars, “What resulted was much
more like a 500 year system than a 100 year system.”

One of the most spectacular features is a 1.1 billion
dollar wall 26 feet above the water line.  It was
designed to account for anticipated sea level rise.  But
at this location, Katrina sent a far stronger surge.  Major
cities like New York and Miami are also facing exorbi-
tant costs.  But for New Orleans, to quote Gary “U.S.”
Bonds, the major flooding will flow “down the
Mississippi down to New Orleans.”

In January, when the Coalition sponsored presenta-
tion of Alex Loznak and Jacob Lebel inspired a standing
room only crowd of 120 people, they talked about how
their personal backgrounds shaped their decision to
sue the government on climate change.

Last year, a Eugene judge refused to dismiss their
lawsuit.  Now, a U.S. Court of Appeals unanimously
agreed.  Dismissive of the government’s plea for dis-
missal, Chief Judge Sidney Thomas wrote in part,
“...Appellate review is aided by a developed record and
full consideration by the trial courts.”  As the case
moves forward, it will be interesting to see when the
government and the fossil fuel industry are forced to tell
the truth on climate change.  Because telling the truth
in this case will not set them free.

They say energy efficiency is the low hanging fruit in
cutting back on electricity usage.  Well, this is more
than just Fruit of the Loom.  Using cold wash for all
your clothes reduces energy consumption by at least
half.  Yes, I know there are those out there who reject
cold washes as unable to get out all those stains —
sort of a version of that Andy Griffith movie ‘No Time
For Detergents.’ But in 2009, Novozymes scientists
teamed up with Proctor and Gamble to develop an
enzyme that could be used in liquid detergents for cold
water washes.  Starting with an enzyme from soil bacte-
ria found in Turkey, the goal was to allow people to go
‘Cold Turkey’ when it came to doing their wash.  That
turned the Tide — literally — for the development of
Tide Cold Water.  Other brands using this enzyme
include Ariel and 7th Generation.  With washing
machine usage accounting for a significant amount of
our energy (6% of electricity in the European Union), to
cool our planet, cool your washes.

TIME TO WEIGH IN ON GLOBAL WARMING

TO DAY ’ S C OA L I T I O N
D I E T T I P

Each of us produces
17 tons of carbon dioxide annually

and it’s time to slim down.

U.S. BONDS CAN’T PAY
FOR ALL OF THIS

SSUUIITT-AABBLLEE FFOORR
FF LL AA MM II NN GG

S o  S a y s  A r n o l d
“I Told You I’ll Be Back”

And he is.  Former California Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger is planning to sue oil companies
because they are “knowingly killing people all over the
world.”  Comparing the oil companies to tobacco com-
panies, Schwarzenegger has vowed to go after them.
“If you walk into a room and you know you’re going to
kill someone, it’s first degree murder.  I think it’s the
same thing with oil companies.  Every gas station,
every car should have a warning label, every product
that has fossil fuels should have a label on it.”

Right now, he’s
consulting with private
law firms.  Rest assured,
he’ll be back.
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BE SURE TO CATCH THE NEW MONTHLY COLUMN IN THE

D O U G L A S C O U N T Y
S M A R T E N E R G Y

Winery

www.riversedgewinery.com
email: wines@riversedgewinery.com

P.O. Box 539
1395 River Drive

Elkton, Oregon 97436

phone: (541) 584-2357

fax: (541) 584-2837

Owners/Winemakers
Michael & Vonnie Landt

According to a Union of Concerned
Scientists study, with moderate sea level

rise, parts of the Coquille Valley which
do not now see flooding, will do so

every other week by 2035.  This will
exacerbate  tensions between farming

and wetlands preservation. 

WWAARRNNIINNGG   TTOO   OORREEGGOONN   WWEETTLLAANNDDSS :: AA-- BBAANNDDOONN   SSHHII FFTTSS

THINGS DON’T GO BETTER
WITH CO-QUILLE

Each year we set aside one day to commemorate
being good stewards of the Earth.  Actually, it’s only for
six hours.  And this year, the 18th annual Earth Day and
Energy Fair will be held on Saturday, April 21st from 10
AM to 4 PM in the Exhibit Hall at the Douglas County
Fairgrounds.  With the environment under attack from
the Federal Government, this is an opportunity to learn
how we can do our share to protect our planet.  This

family-oriented event will feature over 50 exhibitors who
will display their creative ideas — from electric cars and
bikes to examples of smaller and comfortable energy
efficient homes.  Throughout the day, items will be raf-
fled off culminating in giving away two bicycles.  And of
course we have bands generously donating their time
and music during the event.  Each year, up to 3,000
people visit the Fair.  Come be a part of Earth’s family.

The
U.S. Geological Survey

reports that Oregon’s coastal wet-
lands may disappear entirely under a
worse case scenario of sea level rise.

These include Bandon, Coos Bay and Siletz
Bay.  In fact, nearly all coastal wetlands

will be swamped in Oregon, Wash-
ington and California.

“BE GRATEFUL THAT IT DOESN’T LAST ALL YEAR”
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A global boom in SUV sales is threatening our ability
to address climate change.  These Senseless Utility
Vehicles and their so-called “crossovers” represented
more than one in three car sales around the world.

How bad is it?  Between 2005 and 2008, average
fuel economy world-wide for new cars improved 1.8%

per year.  The most recent data shows an improvement
of 1.1% — well  below the 3% needed to stabilize emis-
sions from the world’s car fleet.

And it gets worse.  By 2022, one in two cars sold in
China will be an SUV. Sales in Western Europe have
doubled.  Volkswagen, which had never marketed an

SUV before, has plans for twenty
new models.

And it gets worse still.  The
world is now embracing pick-up
trucks in lieu of family cars.  The
Ford F-Series, in particular, are
dominating the market.  These
inefficient gas guzzlers are within
striking distance of replacing the
Toyota Corolla as the world’s
best-selling vehicle.  The most
efficient truck in the F-Series gets
25 miles per gallon highway.

And so, as the planet warms,
the sea levels rise, the hurricanes
blow — the world just keeps on
truckin’.

WHEN IT COMES TO SUV’S, IT’S TIME TO PLAY SPOIL SPORTS

As a major exporter of oil, Norway would be the last
country you would think to embrace electric cars.
‘Fueled’ by massive subsidies, for the first time the
majority of new cars purchased were electric and

hybrid.  Charging stations are easy to find.  Exceptions
from tolls and cheaper parking offer additional incen-
tives.  The ultimate goal is to phase out gas and diesel
cars by 2025.

EMBRACING ELECTRIC CARS?
N O R W E G I A N S  W O U L D
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DOUGLAS COUNTY GLOBAL WARMING COALITION
143 SE Lane Ave.
Roseburg, OR 97470
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NNAASSAA JUST DISCOVERED THE FIRST STARS WHICH FORMED 118800 MILLION YEARS AGO AFTER
THE BBIG BBANG —— THE STARS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ELEMENTS FORMING LIFE ON EEARTH..

NNOW,, 1133 BILLION YEARS LATER,, CLIMATE CHANGE IS THREATENING
THIS GRAND EXPERIMENT OF THE UNIVERSE..

II PROTEST THIS UNSPEAKABLE INJUSTICE..  HHERE’’S MY CONTRIBUTION TO KEEP LIFE IN THE UUNIVERSE GOING::
$$1188 ______________  $$2255 ______________  $$5500 ______________  OOTTHHEERR ______________

NNO ONE CAN SERIOUSLY THINK THE ABOVE CONTRIBUTIONS ARE ENOUGH TO KEEP US GOING
FOR ANOTHER 1133 BILLION YEARS..  HHERE’’S $$110000 SO YOU CAN GET MORE BBIG BBANG FOR THE BUCK..

18th Annual Earth Day and Energy Fair
Saturday, April 21st — 10 AM to 4 PM
Douglas County Fairgrounds — Exhibit Building


